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HJMMAKX
This report attempts to analyze in detail the spin-up drag loads
Imposed upon an aircraft main landing gear. Other factors in the
landing gear problem are ignored except insofar as they affect this
one type of loading. As an instrument for study, one norlel of air-
craft was chosen for which extensive flight test and drop test data
were available.
The main parameters which enter into the spin-up drag load are
the landing weight of the aircraft, the rate of descent at oontact,
the ground speed, the tine interval from initial contact to attain-
ment of maximum vertical load, and the coefficient of friction between
the tire and the runway surface. Minor parameters which may affect
the drag load am the tire pressure, moment of inertia of the rolling
stock, oleo pressure, and quantity of oil in the hydraulic 3hock ab-
sorber.
The results of this study indicate that the maximum gear drag
load is primarily a function of the time required to reach m ximua
vertical load, and that further study of this parameter, using drop
test data for several types of aircraft, might veil lead to 3ome val-
uable empirical information essential to landing gear design. The
value of the coefficient of friction was seen to vary widely in test
landings but a maximum value of 0.55 appears to be satisfactory for
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INTRODUCTION
Recent statistical studies have revealed that the aircraft landing
gear is more of a trouble-maker than was previously realized. The Air
Force has reported that, neglecting combat damage, trouble with the
landing gear was responsible for more aircraft in unflyable condition
during the war than all other causes oorabined except the power plant,
to which the landing gear was a close second. During the first four
months of 1946* for another example, 10;! of all acoidents sustained by
aircraft of the AAF were caused by landing gear failures. The situation
was nicely summarized reoently by the Air Force Office of Flying Safety
when they reported 60 cases of landing gear collapse in a period of 90
days, of which 30 occurred during the " normal " landing roll.
The entire landing gear problem is clearly outlined by Mr. J. F.
iMcBrearty, Structures Division Engineer at Lockheed Aircraft Corp., in
his paper "A Oritioal Study of Aircraft Landing Gears 1', Itef. (a). The
present research project is a continuation of Mr. Mcarearty's study,
but it is restricted to only one small phase of the problem i specif-
ically, the spin-up drag loads imposed upon the main landing gear
structure during the initial contact and spin-up period. Tertical loads,
side loads, taxiing and braking loads and other design conditions have
been ignored except insofar as they effect the spin-up drag loads.
Experimentation in t; is field is of such an expensive nature that
comprehensive programs must necessarily be financed by government funds.
A small amount of miscellaneous testing has boen done by private
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indU3try, but the cost of coordinated flight and drop testing by in-
dividual companies is for the ,-nost part financially prohibitive. As
a result, the author has oiiosen as the basic instrument of his study
an airplane which has an exoellent service record insofar as the land-
ing gear Is concerned, and for whioh considerable flight test and drop
test data were available. It is a twin-engined aircraft having a
maximum landing weight of 54*000 pounds and utilizing a retractable
tricycle landing gear.
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Fd = drag force, positive aft. Pounds.
Fy = vertical force, positive up. Pounds.
T ~ torque exerted by external forces, taken about axle of wheel.
Foot-pounds.
Iw = i'oaent of inertia of wheel about axi3 of rotation. Slug-
feet square.
- gross weight of airplane at time of landing. Pounds.
m = airplane mass. '.r/g.
T ss ground speed at time of initial contact. Feet per sec.
aty = time interval between first ground contact and attainment of
maximum vertical load. Sec.
r
e
= effective rolling radius of tire. Feet.
© = angular velocity of wheel. Badians per sec.
© = angular acceleration of wheel. Badians/ sec/ sec.
a = line-r acceleration of airplane CO. Feet/sec/sec.
M «b coefficient of friction between tire and landing runway.
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D2RIVATI0II oi yoismji
During the lrmdlng approach the wheels of a conrentional airplane
are not spinning. At the instant of initial contact the runway surface
begins to exert a horizontal force in the aft direction, thus tending
to rotate the wheel. The angular inertia of the wheel resists this ten-
dency, thus transmitting a drag load to the supporting structure. The
vheel will spin up to the ground speed of the aircraft in a short per-
iod of time, after which there will he no drag load from this cause.
The rotational friction of the wheel is of such a small magnitude that
it can be neglected.
During this critical spin-up psrlod the tire will experience a
conbin tion of spinning and skidding, the latter varying in some un-
known manner from 100 "£ to 0$S during the time aty . However, data in Ref
.
(i) indicates that the coefficient of friction between the tire and the
run /ay is almost independent of slippage until this slippage is reduced
below 10jf, whereupon the coefficient rapidly approaches aero.
AI30 during this period the vertical lo^d on the wheel will vaxy,
due to the sinking speed of the aircraft, but the manner in which it
varies is not readily visualized aince the reaction of the hydraulic
shock absorber is not known. Therefore, we turn to a time-history of
an actual landing and find that the vertical and drag forces increase
essentially as a straight-line function of time. Figs. 1 and 2 are
presented as typical time-histories of the test airplane, and they bear
out the statements made above. Attention is invited to the landing
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gross weights and rates of descent at contact of the test aircraft in
both histories.
The forward speed of the airplane is readily shown to be essential-
ly constant by a mathematical treatment. Utilising data for flight no.
44, Table I as a typical case and assuming a "transport 11 or two-point
landing!
V m 45,000 lbs.




FdfiT k 3500 lbs. per '/heel
P as ma
3 Pdav = (45000/3o.2) a
a « -2(3500)(3r;.3)/45000 * -5.0 ft/sec/sec.
aV m -5.0 (0.2) -1.0 ft/sec.
This figure is based upon a landing ge?r structure tJrt is infinitely
stiff and thus transmits all forces undiminished to the CO. of the air-
plane. This is obviously not the case, since the gear and its support-
ing wing structure are elastic and thus energy is absorbed ~by their
&eforr:-tion. This means the change in Telocity found above is too high.
In Flight Test it was found that the change in ground speed during the
tiae afcy was so s*iall it could not be measured, thus substantiating our
assumption.
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Now, with the physical phenomena veil described, end utilizing
a few simplifying assumptions th?; t are substantiated "by the above
discussion, one c^n analyze the forces existent and find an expres-
sion for the maximum spin-up drag force that will be imposed upon
one wheel during the interval atT .
luiaptionsj-
(1) that the vertical force, Fy , increases uniformly over the
period Aty.
(2) that the drag force, F^, increases uniformly over the per-
iod atY .
(3) that SVjaax 5no- ^dnax occur simultaneously at aty.
(4) that the coefficient of friction remains constant until the
peripheral velocity of the tire reaches the ground speed of the air-
plane, which time is Aty} and that the coefficient of friction then
drops to zero.
(5) that the ground speed of the landing craft, V, is essentially
constant during the tine Interval aty.
From the principle of angular impulse and angular momentum we
know that
t2
T dt - I (©2 - %)
'*1
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In order to justify our oqu-tion lot U'^ substitute some actual
tost flight neesurenents as recorded in Table I. /tgain choosing
plight no. 44 a3 typical
s
Iy = 33 3lug feet'
J (measured)
V 126 feet/ sec.
ft««^ 10,000 lbs.max
Aty =0.20 aec.
re » 2.11 feet
A-1 =0.55 (assumed; design criterion)
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J<W re ~\
2 I,, 7 m JL
aty
X -i 2 (33) (126) (0.55) (10.000)
" 2.11 \ 0.20
m 7170 lbs,
measured Fdmx = 7000, Ifcs,
thus confirming our fundamental equation with flight test dat*. A
somewhat similar fomula is developed "by Dr. K. A. Biot in Kef. (d),
utilizing a different approach. !Phe equation is not new, having first
"been presented without development by K.A.O.A. Technical "ote 883 as
early as 194'%
The AHO Groundlopds Bulletin presents a totally different form-
ula, purely empirical in nature and based upon a sinusoidal build-up
of vertical load. It appears to be satisfactory for use in the de-
sign stages but is less suited to our present purpose.
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FLIOHT TEST RESULTS
A comprehensive flight test program with the teat airplane haa
been completed and is reported in Ref. (f). Pertinent data necessary
for this study has been recorded in Table I, appended herewith. In*
strunentation and methods utilized are included in the reference, but
for this paper a brief resume' will be sufficient since we are primar-
ily interested in results rather than methods.
Vertical and dreg loads were determined by strain gauge measure-
ments, the gauges being located on the vertical strut and drag strut
of the right gear, and the output of the gauges being recorded directly
on an oscillograph. Forces were later resolved into horizontal and
vertical components. The time interval A&y can be read directly from
the oscillograph record. Accelerations were measured by specially
designed accelerometers placed at various loc tions in the aircraft.
Mieel RPM measurements were obtained with D.C. generators geared
directly to the wheels.
Ground speed and rate of descent of the airplane C.G. were ob-
tained by the usual photo-grid method. In addition, the rate of
descent of the right wheel during the few seconds preceding contact
were obtained by the water-Jet method. This consists of photographing
the gap between the wheel and the ground with a gun camera mounted on
the opposite main gear axle. A ground reference line is ? rovided by
a sn&ll Jet of water squirted from & nozzle attached to the right
gear. Rates of descent by both methods are tabulated on Table I
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wherever data was available. Attention Is Invited to the striking
difference in results between the two methods. A study of the time
histories of the landings in question Indicates that some errors may
be attributed to landing on one wheel first, but this is not true in
all cases. It is apparent that neither method is completely satis-
factory or reliable, nor has any method come to the attention of the
industry that can be trusted for accuracy. This, then, is one feature
of testing technique th^t must be improved before much more progress
can be made.
The design sinking speed for both commercial and military air-
craft is 12 feet per second, except in the case of carrier-based
planes where a higher figure must be used. This represents, in prac-
tice, an unflared landing at 720 feet per minute, a rate of descent
so radical that it is difficult for test pilots to intentionally dup-
licate. In addition, a complete airplane is often drop-tested to this
sinking speed without failure, and usually without any detectable dam-
age. Investigation by the H.A.C.A. reveals that the "average landing
will be made with the rate of desoent ranging from 1 to 3 feet per
second, and thst an unflared blind landing will average about 5 feet
per second. The point to be made here is that the design criterion
for sinking speed is certainly adequate, and that many service failures
attributed to "hard landings" may in reality be considerably less
severe than the 12 feet per second unflared landing for which the land-
ing ge r is designed and demonstrated to be adequate.
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The latest ABC Groundloads Bulletin (torch 1948) specifies a
coefficient of friction of 0.55 to be used in design calculations
for the maximum spin-up drag loads. This figure la an arbitr- ry one
based upon experience alone, and is assumed to be the largest v»lue
that '.fill be experienced when landing under Unit design conditions.
As a matter of interest Fig. 3 is appended to show how this design
criterion has varied since 1930.
In an attempt to lesm something bout the coefficient of fric-
tion in these landing tests, the formula derived earlier was solved
for ^ in all cases where sufficient data was available, and the re-
sults are slotted on fig. 4. Hereafter the coefficient thus obtained
will be called the "effective" coefficient of friction; it is that
coefficient experienced by the landing gear structure rather than the
true coefficient defined by the ratio of drag load to vertical load
at the point of contact of the tire, a value which is physically im-
possible to obtain in flight testing.
The scatter of points on Fig. 4 is somewhat disconcerting but it
does show one fact: the design criterion of AJSC-2a is a good estimate
since all but three points lie below this level. There also appears
to be a tendency for ^ to decrease with an increase in gross weight,
but this is not definite. Figs. 5 and 6 are graphs of the same data
plotted against rate-of-descent and against ground speed at contact.
Again the scatter of points does not permit fairing a curve nor draw-
ing any gener-J. clues as to the variation of /m with these parameters.
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Additional cross-plots were atteirrpted with the same negative re-
sults. At this point in the investigation it becomes apparent that
there are so many parameters controlling the effective coefficient
of friction thpt one cannot pin it down with flight test data. In-
stead we nast tarn to drop testing methods in which we can control




An extensive drop test program for the landing gear of our test
airplane is reported in Ref. (g). Only such data as is applicable
to this investig tion has been appended as Tables II and III. In these
tests an actual gear was rigged in a drop test tower and dropped from
various heights and under vsrious loads. The "landing" surface was
either a concrete or a steel slab mounted on a floating platform.
Vertical, drag, and side forces experienced by this platform were meas-
ured by strain gauges and recorded by an oscillograph. Effective
ground speeds were simulated by pre-rotatlng tho wheel in a reverse
direction prior to dropping. Structural members of the gear were also
Instrumented but these readings are of little interest in this investi-
gation since we can get true vertical and drag loads, and hence true
values of the coefficient of friction, directly from the platform
measurements.
As a starting point the coefficient of friction was plotted against
platform vertical and drag 10Rd3. The results, Fig. 7, were similar to
flight test results but with somewhat less scatter. Ihis plot is based
upon data of Table I in which the wheel was pre-rotated to 700 BPM,
giving an effective ground speed of 80 HPH for all drops.
An examination of i'iga. 1 and 2 revtels that the vertical load
experienced by one gear structure is something les3 than one-half the
landing weight of the aircraft. This is due to the lift of the wings
during the spin-up period. Other investigators have sho«i that essen-
tially full wing lift acts on the airplane during the landing impact
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regardless of the severity of the landing. Therefore, the vertical
lo?d will be a function of the weight of the airplane, of the oleo
design, and of time. ?ig. 8(a) shows with fair accuracy the time to
reach peak vertical loads on the airplane. It would be interesting
to plot similar curves for different types of aircraft, were the data
available. Such a study might lead to a fairly accurate empirical
formula for estimating at^ for any airplane under a given design
vertical loading. It should be noted here that Ref. (g) states aa
one of its conclusions that "the maximum gear drag load was found to
be a function of the time required to spin up the wheels. w
Fig. 8(b) is a plot of maximum drag versus maximum vertical
loads. In this graph the scatter appears to be less but that is
merely due to the manner of presentation. We still have an envelope
rather than a curve. The relationship between drag and vertical loads
is extremely important. Reviewing the elementary assumptions made
while deriving equation (1), it becomes apparent that if the engineer
can design a shock strut th/*t is considerably "softer" in the initial
part of the stroke, thereby reducing the vertical load during the spin-
up period, the maximum drag load can be substantially reduced.
Fig. 9 is a further breakdown of results based upon the data of
Table III. In these teats the drop weight, tire pressure, strut pres-
sure, and oleo oil volume were held constant. The variables were the
effective ground speed and the vertical velocity at impact. The coef-
ficient of friction has been plotted against each of the variables.
Here for the first time we get some points which appear to fall in a
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definite curve. Due to the scarcity of test points in Fig. 9(a)
*
we cannot really .Justify the curves shown* they ere intended pri-
marily to connect drops nade under similar conditions and thu3 show
the tendencies of the coefficient under the action of the two var-
iables.
Unfortunately these drop tests were conducted nainly to prove
the adequacy of the landing gear and research was a secondary con-
sideration. The magnitude of the forces produced in the drop tests
were usually much gre-tor than those encountered in flight teat, so
that comparisons were impossible. However, with even a few drops
available, Pig. 9 shows definite tendencies and should be further
verified by subsequent testing. It must be noted here that the ground
speeds and rates of descent as shown on this figure are approsin to.
Te3t points were chosen in which these parameters were similar, but
drops in which they were constant are not available. Under the cir-
cumstances it is felt that these curves should be considered quali-
tatively rather than quantitatively.
A3 a side light on the status of current research along these
lines Fig. 10 has been included. This curve was furnished by the
B. F. Goodrich Co. and shows the coefficient of friction decreasing
with an increase in ground speed, as determined by A-20 airplane tazi
tent3. The slopes found in Fig. 9(b) are opposite in n-ture. The
^ only similarity between the two is the f ct th t the coefficients
** found were of the same general magnitude.
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As a final attest to axanine the coefficient of friction And
its rel'tionship with spin-up drag loads, time-histories wore again
utilised. Fig. 11 is a typical tine-history of platforn vortical and
dreg loads during three drop tests. The shape of the curves are sim-
ilar to those found in flight testing, but the magnitudes of the loads
pre greater ::-nd aty is generally a little smaller, a result to he ex-
pected after viewing Fi.^. 8. In this instance the curves for three
different "landing" surfaces are shown: dry concrete, try steel, and
"et steel. Note that the vertical forces are all einilar, but that
the drag forces are of different magnitudes and frequencies. Table
III lists the only tests made for these surfaces under similar drop
conditions. ?!o.'evor, Tables IV and V show tyrlcsl vslues for the co-
efficient of friction of rubber tiros on various surfaces of interest
to the aeronautical engineer. These figures were presented by various
tire and rubber conpanies -nd are the result of static teat* under
controlled conditions. Since the coefficient of friction varies under
the effect of such factors ?.s tread condition, surface cleanliness,
moisture content, surface texture, etc. these figures can only be taken
as representative vrlues.
From oscillogram records of the numerous drop tests one c<n
roidily make plote such as Pig. 11. From these the instantaneous
r tio of drg to vertical loads gives the instantaneous coefficient
of friction, and plots such as Fig. 13 are the obvious result. Here
again the number of p-ramoters involved makes analysis difficult, so
that the sane data was plotted to larger scales and with fei*er variables.
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Fig. 13 sho-'S a tino-history of the coefficient of friction, remit-
ting the airplane wight to Taiy but holding the ground speed and rate
of descent constant. This curve indicates a definite d»p in the co-
efficient at 60,000 round's, yet practically no change between 30,000
and 45,000 rtoun^.s. This odd aid inconclusive resnlt suggested a second
check, Fig. 14, U3in* the same weights and the sane ground 9peed, but
at a higher r^te of descent. The result wes the same, ^enee, coup-
ling this with the indication of Pig. 4 'we tmst conclude that there
apoears to be e lowering of the coefficient of friction '*ith an in-
crease in the landing weight of the airplane, but the exact amount of
such change is not yet known.
The next two graphs are sinil^r croes-plots, made in an effort
to verif" the effect of vertical velocity -t contact. Both plots
indicate that the effect is negligible, a res-sit th.*t is not in ac-
cord with t\e indications of Pig. 9. Since the curves of Pigs. 15 and
16 are tine-histories, each 'based u^on a single dro^ "here conditions
are known to !->e constant, it is felt that this is a nore conclusive
method of analysis. Both of the latter curves indicate r?ther erratic
values immediately ^fter oont^ct. One sight ircroedi<-tely assume in-
strument errors or inerti* effects as a ^o^^ible explanation. Hovrever,
e feature that should not be overlooked is the vulcanizing effect
which nay t-ke pl~ce *t the point of contact when landing at high
ground speeds. Ho- r such vulcanizing will effect the coefficient of
friction is still a matter of conjecture. In addition, one oust
realize that after sonorous drc~-3 the te.it tire vill "be worn in
ajcts. ,'JLjo, during slippage c - 11 pieces of rubber will be worn
affj thess say form email bJLls between the tire and the landing
surface* thus lo-rering the coefficient of friction. These phenomena
e true in both flight touting and drop te3ting and constitute at
least a partial explanation for the scatter found in all of these
teats.
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OTHSR ASP30TS 0? THS I BOI3L2M
The preceding discussion deals with only one small phase of
an important ?nd very complex problem. So mention has been made of
the relationship between spin-up drag loads and other factors} for
example the dynamic Spring-back loads, and the twisting moment produced
in the wing structure of a multi-engined aircraft by the drag force
on the landing geai. This latter, coupled with the accelerations of
the engine mas3 which is supported by a nacelle directly above and
forward of the main gear, comprises a very serious wing torsion prob-
lem. The vibration problem of the landing gear is extremely difficult;
it does not lend itself to a classical solution due to the elasticity
of the supporting structure. Furthermore, the present investigation
has been limited to results obtained on only one aircraft. The field
is still new and comparatively uninvestigated.
So discussion on spin-up drag loads would be complete without
some mention of pre-rotation prior to landing. Theoretically, if the
whael3 of the airplane can be spun up to such a speed that the tangen-
tial velocity equals the ground speed at contact there will be no drag
lo^d. This is theoretically sound and experimentally true, but it has
some practical drawbacks.
There have been several methods of pre-rotstion tried. On the
test airplane, experiments were made using tire flaps, a device brought
out by one of the larger tire companies, but only 47$ pre-rotation was
obtainable by this method. It was found that to obtain a substantial
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reduction in gear drag load the amount of pro-rotation must bo held
within approximately 10/? of the full 100^ value of desired BFN. In
service, of course, the actual ground speed at contact will vary with
wind conditions, landing weight of the aircraft, and pilot technique.
Since excessive pre-rotation will cause forward drag loads, it be-
comes apparent that at least a certr.in degree of pre-rotation control
by the pilot would be desirable. A further disadvantage of tire
flaps is th^t when oper ting under service conditions any mud on the
runv/ay would build up behind the flaps, making them inoperative.
A greater degree of success has been had by using a Dover's
ring-wound type wheel r';otor, an electric installation built right
into the wheel and utilizing 24-volt d.c. power. Gear drag loads
were substantially less on these ts3ta, but here again speed control
by the pilot was not made available. Furthermore, one cannot depend
upon an electric installation being 100^ reliable, so that the landing
gear structure oust still be designed to forces existent at aero pre-
rotation.
The Goodyear Aircraft Corporation has furnished a curve, Fig. 17,
showing the effect of pre-rotation on drag loads, as determined by
controlled tests In the laboratory. The Lockheed Aircraft Corpo ration
has found in actual tests that this ideal curve is not actually real-
ized in flight test: that very little reduction in drag load is
noticeable up to 50$ pre-rot- tion, but ths-.t above this percentage the
drag load decreases rapidly. As transport and bomber type aircraft
become larger, and their landing gears become heavier and more compli-
cated, it may become mandatory to use some form of pre-rot tion. The
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results will be fruitful when someone doaa present a reliable solution
to this problem, and considerable attention i3 being directed along
this line of attack.
Another design which shows some promise of improving the life
of the landia- gear is a hydraulic damper similar in principle to an
oleo shock absorber but built into the drag strut of the main landing
gear. This was first tried on the Lockheed "Constellation" and ia now
optional equipment for that aircraft. The manufacturer reports that
installation of the damper drag links will reduce the maxinum forward
drag load by 59;$, the maximum spin-up drag load by 11$, and will re-
duce the gear oscillation essentially to one cycle. The latter feature,
of course, will greatly lengthen the fatigue life of the landing gear
and its supporting structure.
The "landing gesr strength envelope" was first introduced in 1946
by Ref. (j) as a method of showing graphically the overall strength
of a landing gear structure. 3?ig. 18, which is reproduced hero dtfc
the consent of the authors, shows by superposition the relative vert-
ical and drag strengths for the main gears of five airplanes in use
today. Sach of the curves A, B, G, D, and S represents a different
airplane. Sach diagram shows graphically the maximum combin tions of
vertical and drag load3 which the landing gear can sustain without
failure. The strength envelopes presented are ma.de non-dimensional by
dividing actual strength by airplane gross weight, and are comparative
since the general function of the airplane- sho'jn is nearly the s-ms
for all. From his study of service ~n<3 accident reports, Mr. J. 7,
; ;c.Brearty reports in Eef. (a) that
"...failure 3 seldom occur because of vertical or side loads "but
rather because of loads in the drag direction either forward or
aft. The most predominant source of failures appear to be in
the drag bracing itself, or its attachments or in some element
of the structural system transmitting drag forces throughout
the structure."
Pith this fact in mind, an inspection of Fig. 18 saakes it imnediately
apparent that engineers have been putting too much eranhasls on vertioal
strength and insufficient attention has been given to the drag load3.
Our earlier curves show tba>t the sprin£;-b::.ck drag forces are nerrly
as grest as spin-up loadn. Other erp- riaenters hsve in several land-
ings found the drpg loads to exceed the vertical loads. It no-* becomes
arent that rig. 18 points the way for iraaedi; te improvement in lad-
ing gear characteristics. Landing gear strength envelopes should be
cut dov/n somewhat in the vertical direction, thereby saving weight, and
they sho ild be increased in both fore snd aft drag directions to in-
crease the life and reliability of the gear. Such changes in the en-
velope are possible by close detail design.
This outline, though not complete, is sufficient to indie to the
fields that art now being explored and to indicate the possible trends
of landing gear design in the near future.
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CONOJAJSIOKS
1. The value of 0.56 for tlie coefficient of friction as specified
in AHC-2a to be need for computing spin-up drag forces is a reasonable
estimate of the maximum value that nay be expected, although occasion-
ally a higher v lue may be experienced.
2. There appears to be a tendency for the coefficient of friction
to decrease with an increase in landing weight.
3. The vertical velocity at contact has no appreciable effect upon
the coefficient of friction.
4. Hesults of this investigation indicate an increase in the co-
efficient of friction with an increase in ground speed at contact, a
result not in accord with previous investigators.
5. The time to reach maximum vertical load was found to decrease
for an increase in vertical load. This parameter should be investigated
further, using similar data for other types of aircraft, since it is
of major importance in determining the maximum spin-up drag load,
6. A reliable means of accurately measuring the rate of descent
at contact i3 urgently needed by the industry.
7. Shock strut design is a promising field of endeavor. If a shock
absorber can be made considerably "softer" in the initial part of the
stroke, thereby reduoing the vertical lopjd during the spin-up period,
the maximum drag load can be substantially reduced.
8. Landing ge?.r strength envelopes are an excellent method for
illustrating graphically the ultimate strength of a gear under any
combination of vertical and drag loads, and they also point the way for
immediate improvement in landing gesr design.
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